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The IMPT presale market has surpassed $10 million. As investor interest grows, the price of IMPT,
one of the market’s most promising new coins, rises to new heights.

 

If you’re looking for a coin to invest in this quarter, consider Impact Token.

A Green Future
Impact Project (IMPT) is a blockchain-based eco-sustainability project that aims to assist individuals
and businesses in safeguarding the earth while reaping financial benefits. IMPT functions as the
ecosystem token for Impact Project.

 

Built on Ethereum, the Impact Project aims to streamline the process of purchasing carbon credits.
Access to global eco-sustainability initiatives and programs is another feature of the platform.
Investors can provide direct funding through the site.

 

The goal of the Impact Project is to demonstrate the potential benefits of blockchain technology in
the battle against global warming. The IMPT token, its native currency, is an excellent choice for
those looking to invest in sectors including ESG (environment, society, and government).
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As of Right Now, $10 Million Has Been Raised
 

Impact token was initially sold at a pre-sale, a practice common among newly launched
cryptocurrencies. Token presale was a success, bringing in $10 million in just four weeks. As a
result, Impact token is on course to raise over $10.8 million in its first presale round, surpassing its
initial goal of $6.5 million.

 

The initial stage of IMPT’s development, which was anticipated to end on November 25, is
continuing well past the date that was predicted. At its current price of $0.018, the token is close to
reaching its presale goal, at which point the second stage, at a price of $0.023, will commence.

 

Affiliate Network IMPT Welcomes Amazon
 

The Impact Project’s affiliate network is just one of its many attractive features. To far, the protocol
has attracted over 25,000 members, including many of the world’s most illustrious figures.

 

Last week, online retail behemoth Amazon.com Inc. became the latest member of the Impact
Project’s affiliate network, pledging to use the service to mitigate the effects of its operations on the
environment. The corporation now counts Bloomingdale’s Netflix, Microsoft, and Macy’s as
customers.

 

To participate in the affiliate program, businesses give back a percentage of their earnings made
through the Impact Token network. They can set their own donation amounts, and users of the
platform’s widgets or apps can earn IMPT tokens for making purchases. Tokens earned can be
traded in for carbon credits, which can be used in the battle against global warming.
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How to Buy IMPT
If you’re an investor who wants to save the planet, you can get a discount on IMPT tokens right now.
Here are some steps to help you get there:

 

1.Prepare Your Wallet

Make a digital currency wallet first. Due to the nature of the green cryptocurrency as an ERC-20
token, the chosen wallet must support this token standard. We advise using MetaMask as your
primary cryptocurrency wallet.

 

2.Invest in Digital Currency

To acquire Impact tokens, investors must first acquire Ethereum (ETH) or Tether (USDT). You can
buy or sell both of these assets on any major market or through any major broker.

 

The IMPT website now accepts Ethereum and USDT payments through a cooperation with payment
processor Transak.

 

3.Join Your Bank Account

To link your wallet with IMPT, just visit the main page and hit the “Connect Wallet” button. To link
your wallet with the pre-sale platform, select a wallet type in the following box and then follow the
on-screen instructions.

 

4.Invest in IMPT

Investors can buy IMPT once a wallet has been linked. You can pay for this asset with either ETH or
USDT, but you’ll need at least 10 IMPT tokens to make a purchase.
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